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Environmentalist!!, care for the earth, global warm

ing—these have become hot political issues in recent
times. Care for creation is not a new issue for

Catholics, though. In this Update we'll look

at how the Church has understood creation

through the centuries. Then we'll see how

the gift of the earth is very much tied
in with how Catholics celebrate the

sacraments. We'll end on a practi

cal note: a way of looking at the
Works of Mercy that provides

food for thought and action.
In earlier limes, people

felt very close to creation.
Early Christian teachers.
monastics and saints read

the book of nature along

with the Scriptures. St.

Augustine wrote that while

the divine Scripture must be
listened to and read, the book o

the universe must be observed in

s order to know God. Thomas Aquinas

•1 tells us that creation overflows with divi

| goodness: "God is both transcendent over
| creation and immanently present in each creatu
I The Dominican preacher and mystic or the 13ih century.

I Meisler Eekhart. said. "Every creature is full of God and is a
a book" about God.

Looking to Scripture, we know from the Genesis creation

stories that all that God created was "good."' God also gave man

and woman the responsibility to care for creation. However,

"Have dominion over the fish of the sea. the birds of the air.

and all the living things that move on the earth" (Gn 1:28) has

often been misinterpreted to justify reckless use of resources.

A more accurate interpretation calls for men and women to be

caretakers and tenders of the creator's garden.

The story of Noah and die flood reveals that humans are

part of the garden, and the rainbow sign of the covenant of
love with God was meant for all creation—not humans alone.

"As the bow appears in the clouds. I will sec it and recall the

everlasting covenant that I have established between God and all

living beings—all mortal creatures that are on earth" (Gn 9:16).

These and other Scripture stories teach us about the
importance of caring for creation by assisting in answering

the great questions of life: Why am I here on

earth? What is my purpose? What are the

guidelines for living and acting

morally and ethically? In other

v words, they teach and form our

jrldview.

acred earth
n our faith tradi

tion we are also

given holy people

such as Sts. Fran-

is and Clare of Assisi.

10 remind us that we

not separate front the

natural world but part of it

in one sacred earth commu

nity. St. Francis of Assisi, in his
"Canticle of Brother Sun," sings of

all as brother and sister and addresses

the elements as Brother Sun. Sister Water.

sr and Sister Kanh. Brother Wind and Sister

Moon. For Francis, creation is good and Christie ("of Christ")

because it bears the imprint of Christ from before the begin
ning. Francis' love of Christ comes to a full expression of
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God's generosity and the

appeal to oneness in the

Mystical Body of Christ,

which the Canticle proclaims
as a cosmic kinship where all

are brothers and sisters.

Named patron of ecology

by Pope John Paul II in 1979.

St. Francis, through his simpli

city of life and love for all.
offers a model for living in a

lime of ecological devastation

and urgency for new models.
Ecology stems from the Greek

oikos, which means "home"

and shares the same root with

ecology and economy. Ecologi

cal living invites us to care for
our home, the earth, through

appropriate economy and use of
resources of energy, water and food.

St. Francis' vision of kinship expands

the meaning of Matthew's Gospel com

mand, "You shall love the Lord, your

God, with all your heart, with all your

soul, and with all your mind.... You
shall love your neighbor as yourself

(Mt 22:37-39). Our neighbor is every

one, including the economically poor,

every creature, plant and element. Our
daily life choices reveal our love, espe

cially to those poor and vulnerable who

are affected most by global warming.

The Catechism of the Catholic Church
also instructs that use of the earth's

resources is not absolute: "...it is limited

by concern for the quality of life of his/

her neighbor, including generations to

come: it requires a religious respect for

the integrity of creation" (#2415).

Modern voices
Pope John Paul II. in his 1990

World Day of Peace message,

brought to the forefront the

ecological crisis in what many

consider a breakthrough document. The
Ecological Crisis: A Common Respon
sibility—Peace With God the Creator.

Peace With All Creation lays out connec

tions between our faith and that ecolog
ical crisis. He critiques the indiscriminate

application of science, technology and

'Ordinary Catholics
are called as at no other time in history to

translate faith into action for care of the planet.'

economics related to ecological problems

of deforestation, soil erosion, use of herbi

cides, the greenhouse effect and more.
Consumerism and instant gratification are

the root causes of our ecological predica

ment, he warns. Thus, he says, all of us

need to take a serious look at our lifestyle.

Throughout his papacy, Pope John Paul

spoke often of the ecological crisis as a

spiritual crisis. In 2001, the United Slates
Catholic bishops offered spiritual leader

ship in their pastoral letter, Global Climate
Change: A Plea for Dialogue, Prudence
and the Common Good. The increasing

urgency of global warming engages
Catholic leaders and those of other faiths

in such documents as Earth's Climate

Embraces (Is AIL a 2004 plea to political

leaders from leaders in religion and sci

ence for action on global climate change.

Pope Benedict XVI continues the

message of urgency and action on global

warming. At the first-ever "green youth

rally" in Italy in the fall of 2007. he called

for lifestyle changes, sustainability and
moral leadership while there is still time.
In July 2008. he addressed youth gathered

in Australia and talked about the impact

of human behavior on development.

Sustainahle development for future gen

erations is of "vital importance." he said.

Pope Benedict and other leaders in the

Vatican arc making words reality by

installing solar panels on roofs and plant

ing trees in a reforestation

project in Kuropc. These
actions reduce the carbon

footprint—energy use—of

the Vatican to zero, making

it the first carbon-neutral

country in the world.

Ordinary Catholics are

called as at no other time in

history to translate faith into

action for care of the planet.
Passionisl Fr. Thomas Berry

g calls rediscovering the human
'?. responsibility of living in a

; mutually enhancing way upon

• the earth the great work of

p our time.

This moment of crisis,

!* though, is at the same time a
moment of grace. In 2003.

Woiidwatch Institute, which each year
publishes Stale ofthe World, devoted an

entire chapter to the importance of

engaging people of religious traditions

in the quest for a sustainable world. In

that chapter, the Institute reports that
science and technology cannot fix eco

logical devastation.

Getting involved
Religious traditions and their

followers can be real drivers of

change in the world by offering

counsel on the meaning of life

and by teaching moral attitudes that shape
lifestyles and behaviors. The Catholic

Church is trying to engage ordinary

people in making the connections

between ecology, lifestyle and justice.

The Catholic Coalition on Climate

Change, an affiliation of key Catholic

organizations, including the U.S. bish

ops" conference, is one effort.

Ethics and morality take on greater

import as the human family faces effects
of global warming through growing crises
of water, food and energy. The U.N. High

Commission for Refugees reports that

climate change is fueling conflicts around

the world and helping drive up the num

ber of people forced out of their homes.
The Holy Father, in his April 2008

visit to the United Nations celebrating



the 60th anniversaryof the Declaration of
Human Rights, connected human rights,

justice and ecology. lie linked questions
of environment, resources and climate

with questions of security, development

goals and reduction of inequality. He
urged international leaders "to act jointly

and to show a readiness to work in good

faith, respecting the law and promoting
solidarity with the weakest of the planet."

As a leading ecologisl puts it, the

challenge of this generation is to build

a new economy powered by renewable
sources of energy with a diversified
transportation system that conserves,

reuses and recycles everything.

Sacramental link

We Catholics are a people
of sacraments. The seven

sacraments celebrate key

moments in our lives, link

ing people of faith to creation through

the sacramental elements of water, oil,

hread, earth and fire. Each man, woman

and child is intimately touched and

reminded that he or she originates from

the earth where all co-mingles within

the Breath of the Lover of Life.

Beginning with Baptism, water

flows over and through each of us on

our life journey, renewing and invigor
ating spirit and body. Somewhere along

the journey people often become like the

disciples on the road to Enunaus in Luke's
post-Resurrection Gospel. Disciples pies

walk along and talk about life, failing
to see Christ in each moment of life.

Then, when bread is broken and shared,

human senses open to grace. "And it
happened that, while he was with them

at table, he look bread, said the blessing,

broke it, and gave it to them. With that
their eyes were opened..." (Lk 24:30).

Humans need the visible and physi

cal elements of the earth such as bread

to speak to hearts of the invisible mys
teries of life. At all points along our
Emmaus journey we are fed hread in

Eucharist and in eucharistic moments

of breakfast, lunch and dinner. Like the

disciples, we arc often so preoccupied

we do not recognize blessings and

Christ's presence. In fact, Christ's

thumbprint is ever before us writ within

sun, water, soil and sccd-bccomc-bread

which becomes our bodies.

As eyes open to creation around us.

knowledge of Christ expands. The

sense of community grows to encom
pass the entire earth. Everything and

everyone is woven into a miraculous

story of hope that sustains through the
greatest times of trial.

Sacramental life informs, strengthens
and offers grace. We feel, smell and

taste the transforming elements of life

that reflect the deeper spirimal grace
of God's alive engagement with us.

"We show our respect for the

Creator by our stewardship of creation.
Care for the earth is not just an Earth
Day slogan; it is a requirement of our

faith," write our bishops. "We are called

to protect people and the planet, living
our faith in relationship with all of

God's creation. This environmental

challenge has fundamental moral and

ethical dimensions that cannot be

ignored.'" (Seventh principle of the
Core Principles of Catholic Social

Teaching from the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops.)

Clearing up the Confusion

be confusing. Here area few helps.

Greenhouse gases arepart ofearth's
atmosphere. They let visiblelight, likesunlight,
through. When the sunlighthitswhitesnow or
shiny roofs, it bouncesbackinto
theatmosphere. When the light hits darksur
faces likesoil, energy is absorbed and becomes
heat. Allthislightenergycannot escape back
through the blanket ofgreenhouse gases so it is
absorbedand trapped. This energy warmsthe
airand water. Over the last 150years burning

fossil fuels such

as coal, oil and gas (whichare reallysunlight
energy)has released more heat energy. So we
no longer have the original and healthy green
house effect. The earth now absorbs and holds

more heat than it radiates back into space.

Global warming/climate change is
ralkedabout in termsof the planet heating up
too much. Thegreenhouse effect,
like a too-thick blanket, is now translated

into global warming that is at least partly

extreme

weather events. Quick melting of polar
ice caps,largefloods, longdroughts, cropdam
age andspreadofnew diseasesareattributed
toglobal warming.

CO2 is thegreenhouse gasspewedfrom chim
neys and exhaust pipes by burning
thestored energyof the sun in coal, oil,gas and
trees.Onehundredand Fifty years ago our
atmosphere had 280 parts permillion (ppm)of
carbon dioxide. Today we have
387 ppm. Recent scientific evidence points to

350 ppm as the highest level ofC02 fora stable
earth atmosphere forlife to thrive.

Carbon footprint/ecological foot
print refers to how muchenergy we use. The
impact upon the planet is called a carbon or
ecological footprint. Justas walking insoft soil
leaves a mark, so our lifestyles leave a mark.
Theimpact of our footprint depends upon how

many ofearth's

resources we use.

Sustainability refersto thedevelopmentof

systems such as 05
and energythat canmaintainthemselves long-
term.

Renewable energy isbeing talked about
as one of the solutions in addressing high fuel
costs and high CO2 emissions. Itis
generated fromnaturalsources such as
sunlight, wind,rain, tides and geothermal heat,
whichnaturally replenish themselves.

Ecology is talked aboutinrelationship
to everyliving being and element on the planet.
Allare in relationship in one system of life. Eco-

friendlyorecologically minded means that in
making choices of food,
cleaning supplies and energy use we
consider the earth and human life.

Common good is spoken aboutin
Catholic social teaching as (he "good"or
gifts of God that are shared, keeping in
mind benefit and life for all in the commun-ity
of life.



Works of Mercy
in a new way
The 14 Spiritual and Cor

poral Works of Mercy
can serve as a guide for

care of creation. Feed

ing the hungry, giving drink to
the thirsty, visiting the sick,
instructing the ignorant all the

Works of Mercy take on new

meaning in light of creation care.

To understand St. Francis of

Assisi's worldview of the sister

hood and brotherhood of all is to

re-envision the works of mercy
with eyes of wonder and inclusivity.

Suddenly everything is held in reverence

as mercy spills into every meal, cup
of water, walk, time with children, etc.

It is not a matter of doing more, but a

matter of being mindful and reverent

in the doing. Here a few examples that
might spur your own reflection:

Feeding the hungry expands to
cooking and giving our families, friends,
neighbors and the economically poor
nutritional food produced and offered with

an ethical concern for land, water and

creatures. The National Catholic Rural Life

Conference's guide. Eating Is a MoralAct.
offersa vision of healthy food and just and

equitable agricultural practices that sup

port local economies and local agriculture.

Praying for the living and the
dead leads us to listen to the voices of

people in Africa suffering from hunger

and drought due to global warming, of

the polar bears becoming extinct as ice

caps melt, and of the rainforests and the
forest people dying in the struggle to

maintain the lungs of the planet.

Giving drink to the thirsty means
taking short showers, turning off dripping
faucets and conserving water in our homes.

It requires knowing our watersheds and

living and working to protect regional

waters from mercury and other pollutants
that affect fish and the entire food chain,

which in turn compromises the health of
pregnant women, infants and children.

Converting the sinner takes on
new meaning for each of us to convert

consumer lifestyles to ones of sustain-

ability so there are resources for future
generations, hast from driving one day

a week. Think about COj emissions

before making a jaunt to the store or

taking a trip. Replace incandescent
lightbulhs with energy-saving bulbs,

reduce CO2 and mercury pollution
from coal-fired power plants.

Keep holy the sabbath by sharing

a meal with family and friends or

by taking a quiet, leisurely walk in

nature rather than racing from shop

to shop in the mall. Small sacrifices—
turning the thermostat down or up

according to the season and wearing

appropriate clothing renew the

meaning of sacrifice, which means

"to make holy."

Instructing the ignorant becomes
educating ourselves and those close to

us about ecological challenges and

actions that we might engage in. The
Catholic Coalition on Climate Change

and Intcrfaith Power and Light arc

among the organizations that can pro
vide education and action suggestions.

Care of creation holds a long and

rich history within Scripture, tradition

and Catholic social leaching. Indeed,

facing the challenges of global warming,
water, food and energy crises arc serious
moral mailers. And, yet. in following the

call to live and act responsibly by caring

for the future, wonderful

opportunities and gifts of
community, relationships,

new knowledge, creativity,

beauty and joy unfold. We
become more aware of the

fullness of life, the holiness

of God!

5 For Catholics to redis-

*j! cover the natural world, one

1 that reveals an expansion
js of God's blessing, is to be
] like the one who found a
S lost pair of grandmother's

J wedding pearls. What
rejoicing! Our care for

creation is a treasure from our tradition

10 hold and to cherish.

Juun Brown is a Sister ofSi. Francis (Rochester)
who lives in the Sacred Earth Community- in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. She speaks, writes
untlgives retreats on thespirituality oj ecology.
She is an advocate with .Vflv Mexico Intcifaith
Power and Light and with the National Catholic
Rural Life Conference.
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Question Box

1) For how long has creation

been a concern for

Catholics?

2) Why is St. Francis the patron

of ecology?

3) Name three ways you can be
more mindful of creation.
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